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drop / Erin Emily Ann Vance

the dam would not break—
my water would not spill,
fragments held by makeshift walls.
float, uneasy,
full of burnt lotus—
i am a dead language.
there is a black storm inside—
this ocean is
moss and vine.
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Elegy for too many elegies involving men / Liz Desio
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Tell me it was for the hunger
& nothing less. For hunger is to give
the body what it knows
it cannot keep.
-Ocean Vuong
I.
i am lost in the shutters,
the push and pull
of your ribs.
this is after
i have already climbed the wall
with my fingertips,
softer than dust.
this is after
i said nothing
and you answered—
still
we bear the sweat
of the previous hours—
II.
i hear god’s breath
in the grapevines
that bind the porch—
a firework, or gunshot,
a siren for someone else—
the streetlights will go out
and go out
according to their own
unique prophecies—
there is at least one
still burning
in the early morning—
see, i have never
needed you.

Nearing / merlin flower

On the Occasion of Hearing a Man Married in Haste Is No Longer / Kat Meads
A widow, Miss Jane might be—
If she’d stayed long enough for that.
One ought to speak well of the dead.
She’d need a spot of gin, her thinking cap, for that.
There must have been a moment when he seemed
Sublime—or nearly that.
Why else lose her this
To his insistent that?
Why else believe:
“You’re only this, Miss Jane, and none of that.”
Why else, when her body wandered
Did her mind put a stop to that?
Why else, freed by dream
Did she wake and resume all that?
First husband, third wife.
Never did she get the hang of that.
A sad, sorry match/mismatch.
Partly this, a pinch of that.
The end, their end:
Simply that.
But the man in her head? Dead?
Sobering, that.
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I'm Yours / Elisabeth Blair

The Ass in Your Hands / Lynn Marie Houston
I don’t know what to make
Of your shortened handle on life.
The bones can only take so much
And you’ve had an overabundance of boners.
It’s small comfort with this illness
You will not grow old
Like lonely men who hang witless
Out of brownstone windows
Where is your thin, sad wife now?
In her misery she’s forgotten the tiny dog’s birthday
Forgotten to dress it in a sweater and take its picture
In front of a candled cake.
If she had laughed her vodka laugh
When you cupped my ass at the party and said
I’m all out of dollars
I would not have thought her clever.
You really are all out of dollars now
If dollars were days,
And I don’t know what to make
Of your demise—
Not sure that one more sexist prick should live
Or if, as the ass that was in your hands, some sexy thing
Dies in me
When you expire
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I Dumped Mr. Right for Grace Paley:
A True Romance Story / Meeah Williams
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Ten seconds, that's all you've got. Ten seconds before I go online and tweet everyone I know that I just heard the craziest thing ever in my
entire thirty-two years of life on earth. Jilly pretended to look at the watch she wasn't wearing.
You don't even have a Twitter account.
I'll open one special. Don't change the subject. The countdown has started. Seven-six-five.
What's so crazy anyway? You once broke up with a guy because of his name.
Jilly put her arm down. Well, Roland is an impossible name. I simply couldn't go through life saying Good morning, Roland. She made a
face. Besides, he wasn't the perfect man.
Who said Jake was the perfect man?
You did. Last week. Ah, Jake. Now there's a name a girl can wake up to.
I did not say he was the perfect man.
Well, words to that effect.
I still don't understand what you find so crazy.
Breaking up with a guy just because of a little literary squabble over Grace Paley.
It wasn't a literary squabble. It was a defining of positions.
Still. To end a relationship with Mr. Right over a feminist writer dead for a decade.
He wasn't Mr. Right.
You said so yourself. I swear it.
Then I was wrong.
▼
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We were sitting in the park that Grace Paley routinely used as settings for her short stories. It was the same park where I'd had it out with
Jake only the day before. Jilly was eating a big pretzel bought from one of the oppressed proletarian vendors serving the lunchtime crowd.
I was not. I'd already had my fill of those pretzels, enough to last me a lifetime.
▼
In fact, it was only the day before that I’d eaten my last big pretzel, although I didn’t know it at the time. Me, and the pigeons. I was
sharing.
Don't encourage them, Jake said.
He was right. They were beginning to crowd around us on the bench. They were getting pretty aggressive, too. But I broke off another
piece all the same. Disgusting and disease-ridden as they could be, I tried to remember, the pigeon is the proletariat of birds. I tossed the
chewy, nearly indigestible chunk of bread into the center of the burbling, squalid, ever-growing boil of sharp beaks and dirty feathers that
threatened any moment to overwhelm us. Like the Russian Revolution.
You're reading her? That's how Jake started it. He was looking at the book on my lap. Later the Same Day by Grace Paley. Why, if you
don't mind me asking?
I didn't mind him asking; it was the way he asked to which I found myself taking particular exception. Why not?
She was a rabid communist for one thing.
So? Jesus was a communist. Or he would be, if he came back today. Have you read the Gospels, by the way? Did you ever hear him
asking for a health insurance card before he healed some cripple or made the blind to see? Did he ever bark at some hungry beggar, Take
a hike! Go and get a job instead, you lazy bum! You people tend to forget that.
Us People? What do you mean Us People?
You know what I mean.
No, I really don't.
The same thing you mean when you give me that superior look and say, You People.
From that point the conversation traveled, as they say, from bad to worse.
▼
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Okay look, Jake said, forget the politics. Although I don't know how you can. It's practically all she ever writes about. It's in just about
every story in one guise or another. All that radical leftist hoo-ha. Old news even before they rolled the sod over her.
Bull. Ever hear of the Occupy Movement?
Jake waved his hand dismissively. Just dumb kids reviving a trend. Like hipsters going in for their dad's old fedoras and cardigans. Retroprotest. Dress-up. Playacting for the pampered. Like spending a weekend at a dude ranch. Someone should open a theme-park: Protest
USA. Be a hippie for an afternoon. Probably make a fortune. None of it to be taken seriously.
Says you.
What I said is forget the leftist rant. You people never can, though. But humor me. Put the message aside for just a moment. Take the
medium. The style. Everything elliptical, clipped, oblique, telegraphic. As if she were too smart and clever to finish a scene or a point or a
conversation or even a sentence to its end. Shards of meaning. Intimations. Like all the cool people are in on this together. They get the
lingo. She doesn't even use quotation marks when people speak. I mean, how cool is that, right?
He was being sarcastic. I'm not one of those people who claim they don't like sarcasm. Actually, I love it. Sarcasm adds something to a
conversation, like a fiery spice. Some people just can't handle; they like it bland. Not me. Brevity is good enough for Raymond Carver.
What's Raymond Carver got to do with it?
You like him as I recall. Or did. When you still read beyond the Wall Street Journal and the Kiplinger's Report or whatever it's called.
Loved him, in fact.
I repeat: What's that got to do with it?
Well, I guess its okay for a male author to be elliptical, oblique, telegraphic, laconic. It's okay for a male author to be smart and clever and
to expect a reader to be just as with it as he is and not have to spell everything out and if the reader isn't sharp enough then the hell with
them. Right? But for a woman, it's a different story.
He grinned. Is that a pun?
Jake had a killer grin. But I wasn't falling for it. Not this time. A woman is expected to drone on and on instead. I guess so you guys can
roll your eyes and grin and elbow each other, give each other the look, the look that says, Well, there she goes again. God forbid Paley's
characters had been as big a bunch of adulterous booze hounds as Carver's were. I shudder to think what you'd have called Grace Paley
then. You what to know what I really think? I think you just discount what Grace Paley is really writing about as unimportant. Because
she's writing about a woman's experience, about woman in full. She's not just writing about a woman vis-a-vis men, which is about all
you men are interested in hearing about from a woman. She's writing about motherhood, about friendships between women, about
family, about children. What's more, she's writing about politics and the environment and a woman's sense of being a caretaker of the
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earth. She's writing of a woman as a multi-faceted human being. And that just doesn't interest you Jake, why don't you admit it, instead
of just nitpicking that her sentences jump around.
Jake laughed, though uneasily, I thought. Listen, I think you're making way too much of this, he said.
Don't tell me what I think.
Jeez.
▼
Jeez, Jilly echoed Jake's sentiments exactly when I finished. So you broke up with him right then and there?
No. Later. When he called that night as if nothing had happened. I'd had some time to think it over. I still wasn't sure what I'd do, but
when he acted as if nothing had happened, that tipped the balance. I told him that I didn't see a point in going on. I couldn't continue
seeing a man whose fundamental attitudes towards life and society and women and gender relations as revealed by his position on the
stories of Grace Paley are so diametrically opposed to mine. The fact is, I feel I've wasted too much of my life already not being informed
by the work of Grace Paley. From here on out, Grace Paley would be an important person in my life.
Wow. What did he say?
Pretty much what you said.
About telling everyone on Twitter?
About me being crazy.
Jilly looked thoughtfully at what remained of her pretzel. I see. Then she looked up. Do you mind, she said, if I explore the possibility of
Jake myself? After a respectful period of mourning in consideration of the end of your relationship of course.
Of course, I said, spicing the words with sarcasm. Be my guest.
Do you mean it?
I shrugged. Why not? But I don't think I really meant it.
I've got to say one thing for you Liz, Jilly said.
What's that?
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You sure do take your literature seriously.
Someone has to.
▼
Jilly did just as she said she would. When it came to men, if nothing else, she usually did. She hooked up with Jake, although I beg to
differ on what her idea of a respectful period of mourning for the end of a relationship might be. I didn't think a week showed a lot of
respect for our relationship. Or grief, either, for that matter. Anyway, I didn't give their relationship much of a chance of lasting. I was
right; it didn't. But it lasted longer than I would have thought, or liked.
Jake and I circled around the idea of getting back together again, but I think it was clear to both of us that it just wouldn't work. Our
basic positions were just too entrenched, too opposed. Grace Paley had made that clear to both of us. And she was still, just as I had
foreseen, a big part of my life.
Instead of getting back with Jake, I hunted down the rest of Grace Paley's books. Her smart lucid prose. Her political engagement. Her
ethnic Jewish earthiness. They were like a tonic to me. Not just for my broken heart. But a tonic for something I hadn't even known was
ailing me.
There is something about the way Grace Paley looks in the author photo on the back flap of Later the Same Day. It's hard to define. I’m
talking about the 1985 hardcover edition published by Farrar, Strauss, and Giroux. But whatever it is, I decided I couldn't live without
that quality. I defaced Brooklyn Public Library property to remind me of it, to keep it close. If you borrow the book, you’ll see the
damage. That was me, I admit it. I’m not sorry.
In this photo I stole Grace Paley appears to be in later middle age. Her broad face is open, clear, and simple. Her eyes are dark and level,
the brows cut straight across. It's a serious, no-nonsense face, a peasant's face, an immigrant's face, a yenta's face; it radiates down-toearth wisdom. She seems to be in attendance at some kind of women's conference but she looks like she could be sitting across from you
having coffee at a cafe or, better yet, at her kitchen table on the Lower East Side. She is sitting there intently listening as you spill your
heart out. Her chin is propped on her hand and she is gazing with such benevolent interest at whatever you're saying that you know that
no matter what your problem, it's going to be okay. You're both going to be laughing about it in about five minutes. Just her presence is
enough to calm you. Her intelligence, her integrity, her conviction, and, yes, her courage.
Her expression says, Don't worry darling.
It says, Stand up for what you believe in, but don't be ashamed to sit down every once in a while.
It says, Everything is going to be okay, even if it isn't.
It says, A single life can matter but only if you act like it does.
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It says, Dump that schlemiel Jake. You can do a lot better and even if you can’t you’ll be better off.
I keep the photo in my purse. She's there whenever I need her. She's like a mom-in-the-pocket. But in some ways even better. Like the
mom…oh god, let’s not even go there.
■

The Pharaoh Does His Chores / Elisabeth Blair

When Things Keep Reversing / Jenean McBrearty
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There was a glitch in the time machine, the day Leon decided to travel.
“Damn,” he said when he saw objects fade and his clothes unravel.
He’d never planned to go so far without his camera or his car.
Yet here he was, with a Neanderthal fair
watching the sunset as she combed her hair,
lovely ancestor who couldn’t speak,
enjoying nature on the mountain’s peak
with a skin of wine and roasted meat
all happiness laying at his manly feet.
Yet, he was a man after all
and having once risen, felt the fall.
Spent and bored with his happy heart,
he sketched on a rock and invented art.
“You certainly have made a point though I’ll be damned if I can find a consistent rhyming scheme,” Professor Millay said to Sharon.
“Man invents things out of boredom with his own natural being. Deep. Philosophic.”
She tried not to count the freckles on his bald spot as she stood at his desk watching him mark up his students’ papers. “I was making a
feminist observation. Guys use women and then meander into Elysian fields like cows distracted by dandelions. Or bulls distracted by
sex-shit.” Her Freshen gum was stale and she wanted to spit it out, but his wastebasket had just been emptied and it would have stuck to
the bottom.
“Oh, I see. Well, keep trying. You’ll get the hang of poetry one day.” He drew a large red “C” on her paper, hesitated, and added a + sign.
Man may have invented art, but he still hadn’t invented a nice way to tell a person she had no artistic talent whatsoever. Perhaps poetry
had to be in one’s DNA. He was, after all, a distant relative of Edna St. Vincent Millay.
Sharon left, and he followed an hour later, taking the long way ‘round the track field to the parking lot so he wouldn’t have to walk past
the Campus Coffee Pot—a name that advertised both its offerings—where his students flocked for lunch. How many times had he asked
the English Department’s Chair not to schedule his poetry class right before lunch? Enough to know the Chair ignored his request to
irritate him.
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“Damn,” he’d said as he’d left the office. He’d snagged his sweater on Nash’s nail. The horrid peg that secured the Comp 101 Adjunct’s
perennial manila envelope to the outside of the adjunct office. The bump made him drop his folder full of exams, and when he stooped to
recover them…Maybe Mrs. Millay could sew the yarn to a patch or something to stop the unraveling.
It was a day designed by the devil. Sharon and her athletically clothed cronies were assembled near the fence in running position. He
could spot that red mane of hers in a crowd of thousands. As he approached, the gun sounded, and they sped off like mustangs. He
paused and watched the fillies galloping around the track, slowly increasing their speed as they neared the finish line. Yes, he remembered
Sharon’s self-introduction the first day of class. She was a relay runner. That explained the pacing and the sudden burst of speed.
Was there anything as beautiful as the sun electrifying her flowing red tresses, crowning her before she’d won? Atlanta herself would be
envious of her speed. Then she stopped. Raised her muscled arm to wipe the sweat from her goddess brow, loosed her hair from its
bondage, shook it, and then reprimanded its tendrils.
“Damn,” he said again and frantically felt for his phone for a picture. Why can a man never capture his perfection? If only he had talent.
Like Leonardo. Like Raphael. Where was the invention that could freeze a man’s ecstasy when he experiences it? He kicked a stone in
frustration, and watched it roll—a pathetic soccer-stone. He looked towards the track and saw Sharon, walking with her friends towards
the girl’s gym, melded together into a strange humped animal silhouetted against the sun’s corona. And understood.
■
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Together / merlin flower

The Blinds / Liz Desio
We took the blinds out of the box
and smelled the stale bamboo,
a package from the other side
of the world—
An instant forest, infused with plastic,
that I had picked—
He told me I needed blinds
so that people wouldn’t see us naked
but somehow, then, I felt angry
stretching out the exposed innards
of the shoots
that we were about to nail to the frame—
He told me I needed blinds to be safe.
Safe from what, I asked—
What is so dangerous
about life in a female body
that makes men want to drape it
and darken it?
He rolled his eyes, put up the blinds anyway,
with the nails between his lips,
shirtless, with sweat dripping
from his dark skin.
I wasn’t tall enough to help,
so I watched him concentrating—
looking more and more beautiful
and frustrated,
the way he does, a marble statue
trying to carve himself—
In the old apartment,
the sun used to rise angrily
through my east window,
and he would wake up
to blindly yank the cord—
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I absorb light, he said—
I learned from him that being black
meant always being too hot
or cold, either too angry
or too silent—
I could only watch
him lacing his army boots
from under the covers,
pretending to be asleep
and waiting to be kissed—
The night before,
he told me that he can never stop
moving, or things catch up with him.
I forced him to stop—
I can catch up with him too—
stretch my body across
the door frame, pretending
to be asleep
and waiting to be kissed
and forgiven—
I think the bad nights
are like falling down the stairs,
slowly, prisoners of our weight—
Self-inflicted bruises,
at the same time, not—
On the nights after I have caught him
he rests his head between
my hip bones, pressing his eyes
into my womb as if to say sorry
for this, for the words that won’t come—
I don’t want to tell you
why this will only work
in the dark—
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Rebecca / Erin Emily Ann Vance
the children
struggled
within her.
They came
red
all over
like a hairy
garment

Dead Birth / Erin Emily Ann Vance
when the chord
is broken
there is softness
again.

Epiphenomena / Courtney Cook
Scar tissue adheres organs
after the cancer is removed.
The tumor is gone, it leaves
laces behind. Body pith
strings together her insides
not meant to touch.
The treatment for adhesion
is to open her abdomen.
Cut it out, they say, and hope
it doesn't form more. More
often than not it comes back
harder to saw through.
The scar tissue grows
scar tissue, binding her organs
to the lining of her body, and pulls.
It is composed of rigid fingers whose
fibers braid themselves into ropes.
She can live for weeks with
no pain, sometimes months.
She’s heard years. She starts
to forget the lattice is there
until the day when
a normal movement in a
healthy direction after a
detoxing diet and 5 months
of abstinence brings her to
her knees and it’s back,
fused again. Cut her open, scrape
the cobwebs, bask in the warmth
and the blood and let her feel
healed again.
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Faceless / merlin flower

I hurt everyone I love / Everly Anders
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It’s Tuesday morning. I’m sitting across from my grief counselor and she’s crying. I don’t look up to see her face, but I can hear the
sniffling. I stare down into my Starbucks tall soy Chai and wait for her tears to pass. It’s not that I am heartless. It’s just that lately I make
everyone around me cry. Yesterday it was my gynecologist.
She walked into the exam room and asked me if I was there to talk to her about trying to have children again after my recent miscarriage.
I shook my head and told her I needed an STD test. Tears welled up in her eyes.
I am like a walking onion. I should wear a sign that reads, “Don’t get too close, my pain is contagious.”
My father was crying so hard, he had to get off the phone with me once I told him I found a used condom in my car after my husband
had taken it on a business trip.
“They cry because they love you,” my mother said.
“I don’t want to be loved then,” I told her. “Not if loving me hurts people.”
Maybe I’m so full of pain, it is sloshing out and getting on those around me. I worry that I will be in line at the grocery store and a man
behind me will say, “What’s this?” pointing to a little of my pain that has spilled onto his button down.
I go to the movies with my friend Liz. Over the phone she says she wanted to talk about her new job. “Great!” I reply, excited to talk
about anything other than my own drama. But as soon as we sit down in the theater she turns to me.
“So, let’s talk about the elephant in the room.”
“I’m getting divorced,” I say calmly while the elephant begins eating my popcorn.
“No!” Liz gasps. I don’t know why people always have this reaction, as if they can wish the truth away with their words.
“Okay then, I won’t.” I wink at the elephant. I think my snappy comebacks are so funny. He thinks they are pathetic and that I have
become loony from a lack of sleep and a deadening of my emotions.
“What happened?” Liz asks with that concerned look that is becoming so common it’s almost comical.
“He said he doesn’t want to be married to me anymore. And he is sleeping with someone else.”
“But you just lost the baby.”
“What?!” I reply. The elephant and I pretend to check our pockets to find the lost baby.
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“It isn’t funny,” she says, hitting me hard on the arm. Or at least I think it was hard. The walls I have built up around myself don’t let
physical touch in as easily anymore.
What Liz doesn’t get is that it is funny. All this pain has become laughable. There comes a point where you have cried so many times over
such a long period of time, that the very thing that makes you cry becomes an abstract thought that no longer holds any feeling
whatsoever. My unborn child died, my husband cheated on me, and now I have nothing. Correction: Now I have a giant white elephant
that follows me everywhere.
I don’t think I have ever made this many people cry in my life, let alone in one month. And these are all people I love. That is the part of
pain no one talks about, how infectious it is. You not only have your own pain to worry about, but now you have to deal with the pain
you have caused others. It’s enough to make you go crazy.
I hand the elephant my popcorn and put an arm around Liz. I need to comfort her from my pain.
“I’m going to be fine,” I tell her. “What doesn’t kill me only makes me stronger.” The elephant rolls his eyes, embarrassed that I am pulling
out Chicken Soup for the Soul crap at a time like this. But that is what you do when your pain gets on those you love. You comfort them,
in your time of need.
Sometimes I think to myself, my life isn’t really that bad. Then I see the look on my favorite barista’s face when he realizes I am no longer
pregnant, and I’m back to ordering my caffeinated latte. “This one’s on me,” he says with a weak smile.

Yippy! my elephant yells, doing a ballerina twirl. A minute ago we were in a deep depression, but you gave us a free “pity cup” of coffee,
and now all is right in the world. Thank you, coffee man. I graciously accept the coffee with a smile, so that he feels like in some small
way, he has made it better. Then I head for the far corner, and sit alone at a table for four.
Later that same day I go to pick up my bridesmaid dress for my best friend’s upcoming wedding. I am feeling nervous and embarrassed. I
hope no one will remember I was the girl who came in three months ago, needing an empire-waist dress to give room for my growing
belly.
I am met by a fifty-something woman perched behind the counter chewing her gum loudly while calling me “hon.” The sound of her
chewing makes me want to rip the gum out of her mouth and shove it into her hair. She looks the eggplant purple dress up and down for
a moment. Just hand it to me for the love of God. I silently plead with her.
She then looked me up and down. “Wait a minute, Hon. This dress is a size sixteen.” The elephant puts his hooves on the counter,
blocking her from my view. Just hand over the dress, and no one gets hurt. But the lady doesn’t hear him.
“You are about a size ten.” She laughs that condescending laugh that only older women can pull off. “That’s what is wrong with young
women today. You all think you’re fat.”
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Elephant shakes his head. I warned you, lady.
I smile sweetly. “Yes, when I ordered the dress three months ago, I was supposed to be six months pregnant, but now I’m not.” I continue
to wear my plastic smile as everyone in the store turns to stare at me.
As the realization of what I just said hits the woman, her mouth gapes open and I can see her gum.
“Oh heavens.” She grasps her chest and tries to smile. “I…” I interrupt her. Whatever she is going to say is just going to make her look like
an ass.
“I owe you money,” I say. Then I gladly accept the 15% discount she offers me.
Elephant and I grow silent as we get in the car. The size sixteen dress sits upright like a third person between us.

It really is a beautiful dress, Elephant says, and when I look over, a single tear runs down his leathery cheek.
“Don’t do this, Elephant,” I warn.

I just can’t believe this is all happening to you. He tries to reach over and hug me but I push him away. I have already given out all my
hugs.
“Get out!” I shout. “I don’t need you. Not if you are going to be like them.”
He doesn’t move, and his pity is almost palpable in the tiny car.
“Get out.” I stare straight ahead.
He shuts the door behind him.
As I speed down the street alone with my dress, I begin to cry, not for myself, but for my elephant, whose feelings I had surely hurt.
■

After the Long Dry Spell, New Dress / Rachael Z. Ikins
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Last summer I rediscovered wild flowers.
Alfalfa, butter 'n' eggs, milkweed, clovers of
all sizes and sweetness, many spontaneous
bouquets dropped petals on my table.
All those years of drought and concrete.
Forgotten.
This year I am the bud. I remember my love
of swirly skirts, the kind when you twirl
flow out from your waist. Old-fashioned,
Fairy clothing. I always used to garden
in embroidered cotton dresses, comfortable
through heat waves and washable.
Long ago my lover would gift
me flowers, more fragrances, the better.
She would slide her hands up my calf's silk,
tease dress's hem, my thighs
when I was lying in our hammock
beneath blue spruce, sipping champagne,
or reading.
There was always celebration;
a slender stem, a woman's
leg, the sculpting fingers of a lover defining it,
firefly-lit dusk. White skirts glow
in the dark. Opening petals of some
nocturnal luminous
blossom.

Hibiscus / Rachael Z. Ikins
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Feminine / Courtney Cook
She begins on the shin
bone, fingertips circling
kneecap before landing
tight on tendon connecting
hamstring to calf.
The water runs only hot
as steam curls the loose
strands lying free,
parallel to earlobes.
Arm lifted high above
head she runs another
finger from elbow to rib
-cage, caresses the feathering
follicles. She drops
blade into the steam, and cuts
off the flow; she chooses
a scented soap. Clenching
the sage and eucalyptus,
she dips hand into water:
swirls the bar that leaves a fog
before sinking to the bottom.
Arms on the sides, she
lowers herself in slowly,
flooding the crux
between her navel and her thighs.
She sinks beneath
the oil beading atop
her private sea, and thinks
how she calls her beautiful
as if she were a delicacy.

Venus / Cori Rabjohn
How many lustful eyes
have traced her leg
curving up to hip
and then rib and breast,
declared her
Beautiful
A Perfect Woman,
without continuing
up to jagged neck,
broken arms.
What hid her shattered parts
from heavy breaths
and hot hands?
She exists for them.
She is every woman
whose skin turns to marble
at a lover’s touch.
She is the voiceless exhalation
of colour leaving cheeks
and the naïve holding
of a stranger’s hand
when her own have failed her.
She trusts
blindly.
For bodies like hers
She is a warning
She is memory after death.
Not of accomplishments,
Not of her own agency,
But a memory of her flesh
And the hands that shaped it.
For those who want her
She is
Accessible
Appropriate
Cultured
Anonymous
Consumable.
Unable to disagree.
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What’s a Woman Worth? / Sarena Tien
All around me, people clamor for “strong female characters”
like that phrase is supposed to reflect reality
it’s too bad that we can’t all be trained fighters,
badass warriors who don’t cry unless it’s over a lost love,
some character who exists only to further the protagonist’s pain
But that’s how men tend to be depicted
action heroes praised by the patriarchy, and
no one ever says “strong male characters”
So don’t give me strong women
give me real women
women who don’t fit on a canvas
without spilling paint over the edges
women who can’t be painted in brushstrokes
because they’re built with scars and flaws
shaded with anxiety and depression,
colored with all the issues of
racism, sexism, classicism;
gender, sexuality, and body image—
women who are drawn in the chiaroscuro of reality
Why does a female character
have to be strong in order to be
considered good?
If we only praise the strong women,
then what does that say about
the women who aren’t considered strong
because they’re “too feminine”
and can’t swing a sword
or shoot a gun?
Screw being a strong woman
My worth isn’t defined by my strength
Shouldn’t it be enough
to just be a woman?

Without ado / merlin flower

Midday Lunch / Dani Clark
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Josinna draped her jacket across the chair beside her favorite table before standing in line to order. She secured her favorite spot this way
most days, always choosing the table in back. Her regular table offered protection against the corner where two walls meet. At a freefloating island table in the center of the café she'd risk too much exposure. Any person could walk past her at those tables, heading for the
garbage can, or when they left through the side door. If anyone walked past her regular table she'd see first, since they only come from
one direction.
That day four other lunch patrons dined in the café: an older gentlewoman read her newspaper; a glum business lady sucked through a
straw; a woman with fire-engine red hair wore a fake mole on her upper lip, drawn there with eyeliner; and a punky chick, half-asleep,
clutched a spinach turnover in her hand at a table by the counter.
"Glazed donut, Vietnamese sandwich, and a cup for water," Josinna requested her usual.
"Ah, no Pepsi?" The lady behind the counter looked at Josinna's lean hips when she asked, but Josinna walked back to her table. Josinna
had eaten lunch with her supervisor the day before, dialed in on a conference call with those too superior for the inanity of attendance in
their own office space. He'd looked at the donut on Josinna's plate and said, "you're lucky hmong girls have skinny genes in their DNA, I'd
weigh 200 pounds if I ate a donut every day," phlegmily annunciating the silent H in Hmong. Josinna did not respond, but pressed a finger
to the earpiece that braced her head like a headband so she looked distracted by professionalism.
As Josinna chose not to respond to him, a red ribbon bloomed inside her. Inside her belly it laced upward, past her heart, and down her
arms into the ticklish pulse behind the thin skin of her wrists. Then it backed up and into her head where it blossomed in crimson knots.
Waiting for her order at the café, Josinna opened to the dog-eared page in her book, but looked at something else.
The girl sleep-chewing at the front of the shop wore a studded belt, skull charms and nautilus stars dazzled the waist. An art
portfolio peeked from inside a messenger bag on the table in front of her, just beside a glass of neo-green liquid. Josinna used to drink a
green power juice just that shade before tennis matches in college. The herbal mix gave her so much exuberance she tracked the ball as it
pinged over the net, only moving her eyes.
The Punk rocked sideways in her chair, with her eyes closed, then tilted forward. She moved slowly at first like a sledgehammer held
overhead, protracted and lazy just before a heavy drop. Her mouth met the turnover, hand propped by an elbow on the table. A lace of
strained spinach slumped onto her fingerless glove when she bit into her food, sloppy and curling. She lazed back in the chair,
methodically chewing, still quasi-asleep.
Lunch break only lasted an hour. Josinna focused on her book, relieved she wasn't stuck in a working lunch. The day before she'd
wrapped her hair into a bun to get it out of her face while she ate, and listened to that supervisor say, "You're so lucky to have that
gorgeous Asian hair. You probably don't have to use any product in it at all, and it still looks wonderful. Don't ever cut it!"
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Josinna flipped through the book, but still coyly watched the sleeping girl. On the page Durga battled Sumbha, the warlord who always
wanted power. Durga birthed the Mothers: Kali, intense and unforgiving; Brahmani, delicate but fierce; Kaumari, big and imposing; then
Aindri, who saw everyone trying to escape. Together they beat back Sumbha's army. Enraged and vengeful from the loss of his own men,
Sumbha claimed Durga could not win a battle without the mothers. Then he challenged her to a combat between him and herself alone.
Durga knew before the battle began that she could win, because the Mothers were all her own manifestations. She created them from
strength and will. When Sumbha came, unaided by an army, she defeated him with only one stroke of her spear.
The café sleeper was clean. If she weren't a junky, there must be another reason for her apparent narcolepsy: she could have gone to a
show the night before, listened to a crackerbox band play. The guitarists moving their hands across instrument faces so fast the noise
couldn't make music. Maybe she'd finished a competition and the green energy drink didn't provide the vigor she expected. Perhaps she
garnered attention, and slipped into the faux-sleep purposefully. The Straw-Sipper and Fire-Engine Red both glanced at the girl
occasionally too, like Josinna.
The woman behind the counter didn't furtively watch, but she was the only one, busied by building bread castles, piled high with lettuce
turrets and moats of cold cuts for the people in line with orders. "Sandwich, ready!" She looked up as she shouted, but Josinna waited
until finishing her page before going to the counter, then back to her table with the tray.
The girl slumped farther down, torso curved, chin parallel to chest, and let her wrist collapse on the table. The turnover toppled, spinach
first, innards avalanching from the baked shell. Then she snapped awake and tugged the portfolio open before standing. Her movements
made Josinna and Fire-Engine Red start from their static observation.
She lifted her book full of sketches toward a man walking in the door and mumbled, like a beggar holding out a cup. The man brushed
the breast of his coat and walked past her. At the counter he turned around, without stopping. He went back to the girl's table, an earbud
yanked from his ear.
"Let me ask you something…" Voice unassuming.
The Punk nodded, an appreciatory grin riddling her face.
"You could have shown that to anyone in here, but instead you showed it to me. Why'd you show that, to me?" He put a fist down to his
side.
The girl stood still, blinked, artwork still framed in her hand.
The man's voice rose, feverish, fist knocking against chest, "You could have asked any of these women in here to look at your artwork,
but you still chose to show it to me?"
"Uh," the attitude in her voice caught up with her facial expression, " Excuse me then, I didn't know I wasn't allowed to talk to men."
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"No man would be interested in that. You could've asked anyone else in here!"
Josinna turned to her book, but the words seemed fuzzy on the page. She looked at the wall in front of her, yellowed, trailing ripped
wallpaper at the seam. Fire-Engine Red glanced out the window. The ribbon in Josinna's head spread behind her eyes in knotty clumps,
and at the back of her throat. She breathed and swallowed. Blinked and inhaled. Pushed her heavy hair over one shoulder. Adjusted her
ass in the chair.
Voices got louder.
"Say that to me again," the man had an index finger pointed toward the girl's jaw, thumb extended.
"You’re a pussy," she almost shouted, backing from her table into Josinna's corner.
"Say it one more time and I'll hit you! I swear I'll hit you!"
The woman behind the counter faced them, chewing her thumbnail.
Josinna had pepper spray in her jacket pocket. She had a siren app on her phone. She had a voice. She pulled a heavy purse into her lap
and looked down into it.
With long hair curled around her finger, Josinna looked at the book lying flat and open on the table, and read: When Durga held out her
arms and all the Mothers returned to her, then she was whole.
The Straw-Sucker sighed into her glass. The man looked fierce. His hand throttled his brown take-out bag, pectorals tense. The girl's
eyes half-closed. He lowered his arms and turned back toward the door.
As he walked away the girl shook her head, goose flesh puckered on her neck. "Pussy!" she shouted after him, "You’re a pussy!"
He turned again, rushed at her from across the diner, slapping the glass of green liquid as he passed. The glass tilted, then rolled. The
sloshing drink spattered on the floor. The girl edged back toward the wall where Josinna sat trapped, and threw chairs from empty tables
into his path.
The man stopped. Laughed. Raised one eyebrow. He turned around and left.
The girl walked back to her table, pulling in the chairs she'd flung out, "Sorry everyone. Guess I don't know how offensive I am," she
shrugged and packed her things. The Straw-Sipper stood, stretched arms above her head. Fire-Engine Red left through the side door,
passing the gentlewoman who'd never looked up from her newspaper. The counter-girl turned to build another order.
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Josinna tucked the book into her purse and left through the side door
too. In the open air she felt damp. Her reflection in the window looked
plain; black business slacks, sooty gray button-up, brown belt. When
she turned the corner, the ribbon of anger lightened from cerise to pink.
She wilted as the wind pushed hair across her face, and gathered each
strand in one fist. She reached her office building and strode right past
it. As she walked, away from the Financial District and toward North
Beach, she found a beauty shop with a sign that read less hassle for
your hair with a lighter, layered bob and stepped into the salon.
■

Margarít, come home! / Elisabeth Blair

Everly Anders is currently finishing a memoir dealing with the struggles of a late-term abortion and divorce. She writes short science fiction and fantasy to
encourage young women to read genres. She also runs a Facebook page dedicated to supporting young female writers. You can contact her at
Everlyanders@gmail.com or follow her on Facebook.
Dani Clark earned her MFA from St. Mary's College of CA in 2011. Her recent publications include Slink Chunk Press, Crack the Spine Literary Journal, and Pure
Coincidence Magazine. Midday Lunch is an excerpt from her novel-in-progress. Dani knows through personal experiences how gender inequality can perpetuate
violent situations. She strives to create strong and resilient female characters who overcome violence against women and take actions to combat it. When
Dani isn't drafting or revising fiction she writes news pieces for The Western Edition and manages volunteers for Hopalong Animal Rescue, in Oakland.
Liz Desio is a University of Virginia graduate who currently resides in Brooklyn, NY. In both her written and spoken poetry, Liz experiments with the darker side
of female experience without playing the victim. Her poems that are included in S/tick are part of a larger collection entitled Morning After Genesis, which
explores the internal conflicts that accompany a woman’s sexual awakening. She has been published in Virginia Literary Review Magazine, Glass, Garden
Magazine, and The Bitchin’ Kitsch Magazine, and regularly performs spoken word in Washington, D.C. and New York, NY.
Lynn Marie Houston is a writer and an educator who seeks to draw attention to women’s accomplishments and also to the violence done to them in daily life.
Her poems have appeared in various journals and in her first collection, The Clever Dream of Man (Aldrich Press), a book of poetry that explores women’s
relationships with men as family members, friends, and lovers. She is currently pursuing her MFA at Southern Connecticut State University.
Rachael Z. Ikins is a prize-winning artist/poet whose early art was influenced by Georgia O’Keefe. Her book-covers designs are Rachael’s work. In 2008, her first
significant one-woman show, “The Vagine Ideologue” in Hamilton, NY, featured a series of abstract female nudes the intention of which conveyed woman’s
ownership of her own body. Rachael lives in a treehouse with dogs and cat and hung a sign on the balcony railing so that any dragon flying past the moon knows
s/he is welcome to land there. Visit her at www.rachaelikins.com.
Jenean McBrearty began her writing career in earnest when she became disabled by the time bomb of post-polio syndrome in 2005. As a teacher, she learned
early on that the publishing world doesn’t care if its inhabitants limp—or get old and wrinkly. What matters most is the story. Why does any congregation of
nouns and verbs mean any more or less than others? Ask McBrearty’s gum-chewing heroine, Sharon. And let Sharon's story lead you to other McBrearty stories.
Most recently, her noire “Red’s Not Your Colour” won a Silver Pen award. Read her stories at http://Lulu.com.
Kat Meads’s interest in the distaff side of the story began in childhood and hasn’t yet waned. Besides her Miss Jane series, poems in progress, she’s written
nonfiction, fiction and drama inspired by Nadya Krupskaya, Louise Bourgeois, Eva Peron, Patty Hearst, Zelda Fitzgerald, the Duchess of Windsor, Marina Oswald
and the two Emily(s), Brontë and Dickinson. Please visit her at http://katmeads.com.
Cori Rabjohn is an artist and a student at OCAD University, and they spend their time in both Toronto and Ottawa. Their practice is dependent on writing as a
way of thinking about art, gender, and body, and they focus heavily on issues of self-identification. They are genderqueer and pansexual, and grew up in a
supportive group of feminist, queer-identified friends that have helped to shape their artistic voice.
Vanessa Raney is an American living in Croatia who follows the ideas behind Simone de Beauvoir about feminism being a praxis of individual actions. This
explains her general lack of interest in feminine expectations, focusing more on what she has to say rather than what she looks like. This has meant different
experiments artistically and in other areas such as various approaches toward acquiring fluency in the Croatian language which appear on YouTube. Her first
bilingual chapbook, “The idea of woman,” is due out this Fall 2015 from dancing girl press. For her complete publication history see http://vanessaraney.blogspot..
A hopeful trilingualist who spent a year abroad in Nice, France, Sarena Tien is currently working toward a BA at Randolph-Macon College. Growing up shy,
Chinese-American, and a girl meant that she’s heard a number of ridiculous things, so her feminist pride/rage often slips into her writing. When she isn’t
reading or writing, she can often be found folding far too many origami stars.
Erin Emily Ann Vance’s work has appeared in numerous publications, including WAX Poetry and Art Magazine, Untethered, and (Parenthetical). She is
completing an Honours BA in English literature and creative writing at The University of Calgary. Erin is the Managing Editor of NoD Magazine and the Editor of
Honey Pot Literary Miscellany and is an Archival Assistant at the University of Calgary. She teaches writing to children and teens on the autism spectrum. She is
working on a hybrid conceptual poetry memoir about mountaineering. Visit her at http://www.erinvance.ca and http://www.erinemilyann.wordpress.com.

Whether in art or text, Meeah Williams speaks from the struggle to define oneself in a world all-too-eager to label and limit us, whether by race or gender,
class or age, religion or national origin. The belief that we’re each unique and necessary pieces in the unfinished puzzle of the universe informs and inspires all
her work. “Normality is the only failure,” she writes. “You’re here for a reason and it’s not to be like everyone else. So get to it.” For Meeah, feminism is
ultimately the exercise of one’s right to create from scratch one’s own gender identity.
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